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FIRST AID FOR AIRCRAFT

The repair organisation of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force has been developed

to a pitch of efficiency undreamed of before the war.

When airfields have been wrested from the enemy, the R.A.F* Servicing Commandos

will go into action. Grouped in small self-contained parties* composed of highly-

skilled technicians who have, In addition, undergone strenuous hattie-training so

that if need he they can heat off enemy counter-attacks, their job is to re-arm,

re-fuel, and do running repairs on the advance guard of fighters as they touch down.

These men -are the essential fore-runners of the larger ground staffs who come in

a. little later. With the full squadrons come the repair and salvage units, developed

out of years of fighting experience. Each of these units serves a number of airfields.

This is how they go to work:-

A signal is received from one of the fields that a machine* perhaps “badly shot

up, has been forced down a mile or two short of its base* The repair and salvage

unit sends out j first of all, its crash inspector , who locates, examines, and flashes

hack a detailed report on the damage, with notes on the terrain*

If the damage can he repaired where the plane lies, a repair party is sent out

to tackle the job. They may require the assistance of specialised instrument

repairers, in which case* if practicable, these men will join them on the spot.

On other occasions, the machine may he so badly smashed that a salvage party

specially equipped with a crane and a low-loader, (a long shallow lorry capable of

carrying a complete fuselage) arrives to remove the "carcase.”

These flying squads have their own waggons, tents and cooking apparatus, and

can live independently in the field for as long as the job requires#

That is, more or less, the front;-line organisation. Behind that, hut well m

with the vanguard of our forces, is the ward repair unit.

A very much larger "body, it can repair sort of aircraft including heavy bombers

and transport machines, as well as lorries and other vehicles. These men also look

/after the..,.



after the maintenance of the base defence airfields.

To their base come all the T lame ducks* too for gone for the advanced

units to mend-.

Another important side of the work is the overhaul of engines. The

advanced units as a rule simply remove a damaged engine and insert a new or

reconditioned one

it the forward repair unit they do major repair jobs, such as the

replacement of complete coponents.

Machines damaged beyond repair bjr any of 'the field units must go back

to the United Kingdom* to the vast portly-civilian organisation which ha's

steadily grown alongside the explanding Air Force.
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